
 

August 8, 2019  

MEMORANDUM 

 
TO:    Board of Directors, 
  Signal Hill Homeowners Association (SHHA) 

FROM: Greenway Portals Team 

RE:  Report on Greenway Portals 

The attached report is submitted for  the review and the 
consideration of the Board of Directors of the SHHA.  It was prepared 
pursuant to a request of the Board for an independent review of the 
locations and the accessibility of six (6) existing portals that are owned by 
the SHHA and that are intended for use by the Association members to 
access the SHHA common areas located behind existing Signal Hill single-
family detached residential dwelling units.  The common areas comprise 
approximately 20.2 acres of woodland owned by the SHHA for the use and 
enjoyment of Association members.   

The report was prepared by a group of volunteer homeowners who 
agreed to take on the assignment in response to the Board's desire for 
information.  The report was occasioned by a few attendees at the Board's 
Annual, December 2018  Meeting.  Individuals in attendance requested that 
the board look into the location and accessibility of the access portals to the 
residents living within the Signal Hill neighborhoods. 

We are pleased to submit the referenced report for the Board to 
review and accept as the final and complete report.  The preparers stand 
ready to present the findings and recommendations of the attached report 
and answer questions the board may have regarding this submission.  

       

      Respectfully Submitted by,  

 
        James M. “Mike” Davis 

  Eric Haskins  
  Leigh Keim 
  Ed Naidamast 
  Susan Adams 
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Disclaimer:  This report is presented as general advisory information for the use of the 
Board of Directors of the Signal Hill Homeowners Association, its residents and 
homeowners.  It is based solely on the findings and views of the Greenway Portals 
Advisory Team and does not represent the views, policies, or positions of the Board. 
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Report on 
Greenways Portal Proposal 

For 
The Signal Hill Homeowners Association 

Board of Directors 
August 2019 

Introduction: 

This report was authorized by the Board of Directors of the Signal 
Hill Homeowners Association (SHHA) on December 6,  2018, during the 
Board's annual meeting.  It was prepared by a team of volunteer 
homeowners of the Signal Hill neighborhoods.   There has been increasing 
interest in the common areas and their accessibility due largely to the 
stream-bank improvements recently undertaken by Fairfax  County.   

This report is in response to questions raised by a few homeowners 
attending the 2018 SHHA annual meeting, who questioned the lack of 
identification signs to assist residents in accessing the common woodland 
areas owned by the Homeowners Association.  They questioned the 
locations, visibility and accessibility of the six (6) portals for the enjoyment 
of the residents of the SHHA.  The access portals are identified on Map 1. 

         This report recognizes six (6) SHHA owned and dedicated  
portals that were set aside by the original developer of the Signal Hill 
properties as recorded in the land records of Fairfax County.  The portals 
were set aside for the purpose of enabling SHHA residents to access  
common areas from residential streets within the area of the SHHA.  The 
portals are located on ten (10) foot wide entry ways, located between twelve 
(12) existing residences. (See Appendix A).  Their purpose is to allow 
residents of the Association uninterrupted access to the existing common 
lands, also owned by the SHHA. 

This report was  authorized by the SHHA Board with the requirement 
that it be undertaken and completed by the end of the summer of 2019.  A 
team of SHHA homeowners volunteered to take on this assignment to 
examine and to provide  recommendations and for the Board of Directors 
to consider.  

  

Goal:  To provide SHHA residents visibility to the access portals 
and the common areas beyond. 
 



Existing Environment of the Common Areas: 
 

SHHA owned property includes two common areas comprising 
natural wildlife refuges and ecosystems consisting of varieties of fauna and 
flora.    

 
The first of the two SHHA common areas, between Parliament Road 

and Home Guard Drive, is roughly 1,500 feet in length and adjoins the 
private property owned by the Southport Homeowners Association.  At its 
widest point, the common area is approximately 275 feet and at its 
narrowest point it measures approximately 150 feet.  According to the 
county records the first common area comprises (Parcels B and C)  
approximately 9.3 acres of woodland.1 

 
The second SHHA common area runs along Mount Burnside Way 

and Herberts Crossing Drive.  It is approximately 1,900 feet in length, with 
a drainage branch running between Herberts Crossing Drive and Meridian 
Hill Place.  A second branch runs between Meridian Hill Place and Fort 
Corloran Drive/General Banks Road.  Both common area branches are 
identified on county  records (Parcel A) as consisting of approximately of 
10.9 acres.   

 

This area appears more wooded and in many cases backs on the 
Virginia Railway Express (VRE) railroad tracks.   There is little or no trail 
system evident and the area may be described as a dense undisturbed 
woodland with typical ground cover consisting of vines, fern and 
indigenous ground vegetation.   It is also a densely treed area with white 
and red oaks, poplar, ash and other hardwoods among the healthy trees.  
The areas are not designated as natural wildlife sanctuaries, but serve that 
purpose regardless, and represent a valuable asset for the area and a buffer 
from the traffic and noise from the VRE railroad. 
 
Recent Fairfax County Stream-bank Improvements:  The recent  
County stream-bank improvement project was completed during the winter of  
2019.  The project appears to have improved the woodlands  with   
tree plantings and seeding for ground cover.  As seen in the photo, much of the 
areas has or is recovering its natural vegetation.  Trees and lower story 
vegetation appear to have mostly recovered as is evident by the photo taken in 
the open space areas situated between Parliament Drive and Home Guard Drive.  

                                                 
1 An examination of County Record Plats for the Signal Hill Subdivisions (5 sections in all) include three (3) out 

parcels identified as: Parcel A: 475,177 sq. ft. in size totaling 10.9 acres of open space owned by the SHHA; 

and Parcels B & C: totaling 404,630 sq. ft. or 9.3 acres.  The total land area that makes-up the open space is 

20.2 acres owned in fee by the SHHA. 



A variety of ferns and grasses 
also are commonly found and provide 
a food source for deer that frequently 
transit the areas.  They also provide 
ground cover that will continue to 
grow and contribute to the stability of 
the areas surrounding the recently 
completed county work in the 
Parliament/Home Guard wooded 
area.  As the wild grasses, ferns, and 
other ground cover thrive, the foliage 
will retard potential erosion of the 
embankments.  Inviting traffic, 
however, into the  wooded area will 
trample the ground 
cover and potentially reverse the recent work if soil is washed into the 
stream during heavy rains.  

The wooded area is home to a variety of reptiles and amphibians to 
include tree frogs, eastern box tortoises, ringneck, dekay brown, garter, 
black rat, and copperhead snakes.  Ringneck, dekay brown, and garter 
snakes are small and harmless and feed upon earthworms, slugs and very 
small rodents.   Black rat snakes are constrictors, harmless, and can grow 
to 4 – 6 feet; they feed upon rodents to include mice and chipmunks.  
Copperheads typically grow to 2 or 3 feet and are venomous, and a bite 
would require medical attention.  

The wooded areas also support a variety of mammals - shrews, 
moles, field mice, squirrels, opossum, raccoons, and foxes.  As previously 
mentioned, deer also migrate through the wooded areas foraging for food.    

Approximately 60 different species of birds have been observed in 
the wooded areas to include robins, blue jays, starlings, goldfinches, downy 
woodpeckers, red-bellied woodpeckers, sparrows, wrens, chickadees, 
eastern bluebirds, house finches, and cardinals.  Birds of prey have also 
been observed in the wooded areas to include owls and more recently, a 
pair of red-shouldered hawks.    

Both woodland areas support thriving ecosystems that provide food 
sources to every level of wildlife – insects for bats, earthworms and slugs 
that feed the smaller reptiles, rodents that are a food source for the larger 
snakes and foxes, and an abundance of plant life that provides sustenance 

 Example of Area Replanting and Seeding
By Fairfax County Stream Bank Project



to rabbits and deer.  
 
To summarize, the natural beauty of both common areas is a 

significant asset and attraction for the Signal Hill neighborhood.  It is 
recommended that the common areas be preserved in their natural state 
for present and future generations.  The neighborhood open space that is 
held in common represents some of the last remaining truly natural areas 
that date back as undisturbed natural forest areas in the county.  The land 
has never been subject to cultivation and stands today as a historic, natural 
place in the county.   

   
State of the Pathways (Portals) to the Common Areas:  
 

1. Field Observations:  As indicated on Appendix A there are 
six (6) unidentified, legal access portals or pathways, 
approximately ten-feet (10') in width, located between twelve 
(12) single-family residential    properties.  They are unmarked 
grassy areas indistinguishable from the existing homeowner 
side yards as shown on the pictorial exhibits that appear as 
Appendix A of this report.  The photos depict the six portals 
located midway between each abutting residence. They are 
identified by  their street addresses.       

 
2. Security:  The common woodland areas held in common are 

identified as Parcels A, B, and C; and the six access portals are 
private property owned by the SHHA.  These areas total 
approximately 20.2 acres that are predominantly woodland.  
Use of the access pathways to the woodland areas should be 
restricted to SHHA residents and members.   

 

Note:  Upon questioning by a team member, A senior officer of 
the Fairfax County Crime Prevention Unit located at the West 
Springfield Police Station advised that paths and signs posted 
at the entrance to portals can become attractive nuisances to 
SHHA residents.  This could lead to an increase in suspicious 
activities attracted to the wooded areas by ease of access.   
 

Among the suspicious activities that could take place are drug 
dealing, drug use, illegal juvenile drinking, and other 
antisocial behaviors, etc.  Additionally, it was explained that 
residential break-ins, although infrequent, can become a 
problem.  Thieves are known to study a neighborhood, the 



habits of residents, their comings and goings, hour of the day, 
etc. to develop profiles of an intended target of opportunity.  
More often they will approach homes, garages, and vehicles 
from the rear, or other blind spots, looking for the vehicles, 
windows, or doors inadvertently left open. 
 

Residents should be routinely vigilant to protect property.  
While crime is relatively low in Signal Hill, there has been an 
increase of unknown individuals checking for unlocked cars 
and rifling through the cars for valuables; break-ins are a real 
possibility.  Dark, or shaded areas, woods, brush, even 
landscaping can provide hiding places to observe and plan 
criminal activity. 
 

3. Privacy: The privacy of all residents living in the SHHA area (Map 1) 
is paramount, especially for those twelve (12) properties identified in 
Appendix A.   Some homeowners/renters may not be aware that their 
properties may be adjacent to and share a ten foot+/- wide access 
portal that serves as a public access way to the common woodland 
areas beyond.   

 

It should be the policy of the SHHA Board of Directors to be 
respectful of the privacy of residents whose properties are 
adjacent to access portals and common areas. 
 

4. Preservation:  Preservation of the natural woodland habitat is 
important for a sustainable variety of wildlife and birds.  Just as any 
number of animal species are adjusting and learning to adapt to 
human encroachment and diminishing natural habitats, humans 
need to maintain the wooded habitat for flora and fauna.   

 
It should be the policy of the SHHA Board of Directors to 
preserve the common areas in their natural woodland state. 

 

Treatment Options & Cost Identified 

The study group explored several options, including non-permeable 
paths and unanimously agreed that such capital improvements would be 
counterproductive to the goals of maintaining security and privacy, as 
well as preserving the woodland areas.    

 

The dimensions of the six portals are depicted on the official county 
record plats of the subject properties.  All portals are 10 feet wide.  The 



depth of the lots is variable and based on individual lot sizes.  The twelve 
lots are between 100 and 150 feet in depth.  The total linear feet of the 
six portals measure 743 linear feet.  When the average costs of  concrete 
vs. asphalt vs. gravel are applied and calculated to the total linear feet 
(743' or 7,430  sq. ft.) the resulting costs  range is between $12,750 and 
$15,000 to pave all six portals.  The average cost per portal would be 
between $ 2,125 and $ 2,500. 
 

Concrete Sidewalk:  Assumptions: Four-foot wide concrete 
sidewalk three inches thick would cost approximately $20.20 per linear 
foot (Appendix B) or approximately $ 15,000 to pave all six. 
 

Asphalt Sidewalk:  Assumptions: Four-foot wide asphalt sidewalk   
three inches thick would cost approximately $18.75 per linear foot. 
Four-foot wide paths at each of the access portals would cost (Appendix 
B) approximately $ 13,931 . 
  

Gravel Sidewalk:   Assumptions:  Four-foot wide Gravel sidewalk    
six inch thick base of washed gravel would cost approximately $17.10 per 
linear foot (Appendix “B”) or approximately $12,750 for all six portals. 

 
Mulched Portals: After careful deliberations and research, the 

study group agreed that mulched/wood-chip surface paths are not 
practical as each will require grading, wooden forms and constant 
annual maintenance and upkeep.  The appearance of the portals would 
detract from the appearance of existing residences.  Not factored in to 
this would be the reoccurring annual maintenance costs estimated to be 
equal to re-mulching the six portals every year. 

 

Team Recommendations:  The following recommendations are 
presented  as the least costly,  unobtrusive, and practical solution for 
providing visibility to the access portals for SHHA homeowners and 
residents.  The recommendations take into consideration the need to make 
all residents aware of the access points while preserving privacy, security, 
and the natural habitat essential to the wildlife inhabiting the area.  
Additionally, it should be the policy of the Board: to maintain the   
common areas in their  natural state.    

1. That the Board approve the Signal Hill Greenway Portals Map 
(Map 1.) and post the map on the SHHA Home Page website.  

2. Send the new map to all homeowners, with the annual mailing, 
prior to the annual meeting.  This should include a letter 



explaining the portal areas and that residents should be mindful 
of adjacent property to the portals. 

3. Mail a copy of the Map, including a letter of explanation to all 
twelve (12) properties abutting the six portals.  

4. Include the Greenway Portals map with an accompanying letter of 
explanation to all new homeowners as part of a neighborhood welcome 
package or in the case of property resales, included with the Property 
Resale Documents or the HUD/PUD Forms as required by Board. 

5. Repaint all six curb and/or storm drains indicating the “SHHA 
Access Portal,” point of entry and maintain as required. 

 

 

 

 

Respectfully Submitted:  August 8, 2019 By 

Greenway Advisory  Team  
James M. “Mike” Davis,  

Eric Haskins,  
Leigh Keim,  

Ed Naidamast,  
Susan Adams 



Appendix “A”:  Six Identified Portals with Street Addresses 

 

 

Address: Address: 
9019 Home Guard 9021 Home Guard 
Drive Drive 

 

 

 

 

 

 Portal:  Width 10'  x  Depth 130'= 1,300 square feet 

 

 

 

 

Address: Address: 

9100 Parliament  9028 Parliament 
Drive Drive   
   

 Portal:  Width 10'  x  Depth 120' = 1,200 square feet   

 

Address:  Address: 

9154 Fort Fisher 9152 Fort Fisher 
Court  Court   

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Portal:  Width: 10' x Depth 133 = 1,330 square feet 



App. A (Cont.) 

 

Address: Address. 
5619 Herberts  5621 Herberts 
Crossing Crossing 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Portal:  Width: 10' x Depth 110 = 1,110 square feet 

 

  

Address: Address 
5625 Mt. Burnside 5629 Mt. Burnside 
Way Way 

 

 

 

 

 

 Portal: Width 10' x Depth 150'= 1,500 square feet 

  

 
Address: Address: 
5606 Gen. Banks 5604 Gen. Banks 
Court Court 
 
 

 

 

 Portal:  Width 10'  x Depth 100' =1,000 square feet 

 



Appendix B:  Cost Estimates to Install Concrete Vs.  Asphalt Vs. 

Gravel Portal Surfaces –  
 

Forms must be used to define the shape of a portal.  These are usually constructed from 

boards, and the pricing of the materials can range from $1.00 to $1.50 per linear foot.
 

Concrete sidewalk: excavate, prepare, pour, and broom 

finish 200 linear feet of 48" wide by 3" thick slab with rebar, 

wire mesh, and aggregate/sand base. 

$9.53 per foot 200 $1,907 

Forms to define shape of a portal $1.50 per foot 200 $300.00 

Material Cost $11.03 per foot 200 
$2,206.0

0 

Total Cost/ft. (Inc. Materials and Labor @~$9.17/200 linear 

ft.) 
$20.20 per foot 200 $4,041 

     

     

Source: https://howmuch.net/costs/sidewalk-concrete-install-build

Asphalt sidewalk: excavate, prepare, spread, tamp, and 

sealant finish 200 linear feet of 48" wide by 3" thick slab with 

aggregate/sand base. 

$4$8.73 per foot 200 $1,745 

Forms to define shape of a portal $1.74 per foot 200 $348.00 

Material Cost: $10.47 per foot 200 $2,093. 

Total Cost/ft. (inc. Material and Labor @~$7.28/200 linear ft.) $18.75 per foot 200 $3,750 

     

     

Sources:  https://howmuch.net/costs/sidewalk-concrete-install-build 

 

Gravel sidewalk: prepare, spread, and tamp 200 linear feet 

of 48" wide by 6" thick base of washed gravel. 
$2.21 per foot 200 $442 

Upgrade: additional cost for 200 feet of concrete curb 6" tall 

x 12" wide.                                                                              

$4.27 
per foot 200 $855 

Material Cost: $6.48 per foot 200 $1,297 

Total Cost/ft. (Inc. Material and Labor @~$10.67/200 linear 

ft.) 
$17.10 per foot 200 $3,421 

     

     

Source: https://howmuch.net/costs/sidewalk-gravel-install-build 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://howmuch.net/costs/sidewalk-gravel-install-build

